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1. Introduction. Most of the work done, to date, on entire functions with

prescribed values at discrete point sets has been restricted to those functions whose

"value set" is the algebraic numbers or some subset of these. Quite a bit has been

accomplished on integral valued entire functions. In particular, certain bounds

for the order and type of these functions have been determined. See R. C. Buck

[2], G. Pólya [4] and G. H. Hardy [3]. Order and type bounds have also been

determined for entire functions which have all their derivatives specified as integral

at integral points. See E. G. Straus [5] and D. Sato [6].

In this paper we will consider more general "value sets," V, and more general

discrete point sets or "domain sets" at which all the derivatives of the entire func-

tions under consideration take values in V. We will determine certain "critical

points" for the order and type of these more generalized classes of entire functions.

D. Sato and E. G. Straus [7] recently showed that it is possible to construct entire

functions (in fact 2N<> of them) which have values and derivatives of all orders

belonging to a given set V of complex numbers, at all points of a given discrete

set of points (that is, a set of points without finite limit points) as long as there is

some e>0 such that the distance of the complex point z from V, is less than

|z|1_e, for all sufficiently large \z\. Using similar conditions on our value sets,

we will determine dividing lines for the order of these functions such that if the

functions are of order less than a certain critical value there will only be a countable

number of functions and another critical value such that there will be an uncount-

able number of functions in our family of any order greater than or equal to this

critical value. Similar dividing lines for the types of these functions are also ob-

tained. The dividing lines for the order and type are derived as functions of param-

eters which depend only on the "domain" and "value sets" under consideration.

2. Definitions and main results. We start with the definition of a generalized

Taylor series.

Definition 1. Let {zk} be a sequence of complex numbers, then a series

CO

(1) f(z) =  2 an(z-zx)(z-z2)---(z-zn)
71=0

is called a generalized Taylor series (GTS).
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For generalized Taylor series at a bounded sequence the usual expressions

(cf. Boas [1]) for the order and type of an entire function remain valid.

Theorem 1. Let f(z) = 2 an(z — zx) ■ ■ -(z — zn) be an entire function where {z„} is

bounded. Then the order p off(z) is given by

,, ,. .. «log«
(1-1) P = Im sup ,     ■    [-J

n-»oo    log \an\

and the type a of f(z) is given by

(1.2) a = — lim sup n\an\pln.
ep     n-»co

In this paper, the generalized Taylor series representations for our entire functions

will have the form

(7) f(z)  =    J   an   fl   (Z-Zi)m>
n=0 i=l

with 2 m¡=n so that for all i>H(n), «i( = 0.

We use the representation (7) so that we can relate the coefficients to the order

and type of our entire functions as in Theorem 1, and then determine order and

type bounds for classes of entire functions as mentioned earlier. We will be con-

cerned with the values of/(z) and its derivatives at the z¡ in (7).

For later reference we therefore make the following definitions:

Definition 2. A domain set, D, of the complex plane, C, is a (countable) set with-

out finite limit points.

Definition 3. If/(n1(0 e V for « = 0, 1, 2,..., and all z e D then V is called a

value set of/(z) on D.

We also define the following "critical points" for both the order and type.

Definition 4. Let & be a family of entire functions, let ^p={f\fe¿F, order

/^ p), and let

■*■? = {f\feP, order/< p} =  |J ^..

p0 is a countable critical point for F if and only if &*0 is countable. px is an un-

countable critical point for ^ if &'Pl is uncountable. If J5" is such that p0 = Pi then

p* = po = pi is the critical point for ^ We let !F be a family of entire functions of

order p and make similar definitions for the critical points a0, au and a* for the

types of the elements of !F.

The next theorem we give is a slight generalization of D. Sato's Theorem

2-6-1 [6]. This result is given mainly because we will later use some of the same

techniques and terminology.

Theorem 2. Let IF be the family of entire functions with a finite domain set,

D^R (the reals), consisting of k points and suppose the value set for allfe !F on D

is the integers, I. Then p* = k and a* = | Vk |_ 2lk where Vk = n*> ¡ fa — z¡).
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Theorem 3. Suppose ¿F has a domain set, D, consisting ofk points and the value

set for IF is the Gaussian integers, Ia. Then p* = k and <j*=\ Vk\~2lk.

Theorem 4. Let ¡F be the family of entire functions with finite domain set, D,

consisting of k points and a countable value set, V, which satisfies

\v-v'\ >cx¡(l + \v\)\

A S: 0, Cx > 0 for all v=£v'. Then po = (k + A)/(l + A) is a countable critical point of IF.

Proof. Let/(z) have the generalized Taylor series

(4.1) f(z) = J asPs(z)
s = 0

where P,(z)=Tlï-i (z-z¡)s', Sx+ ■ ■ ■ +sk=s, and s¡=s¡(s)=[slk].

Taking the s¡th derivative of/(z) at zt gives

(4.2) f^(z¡) = asSl\    fl    fa-*0*+A

where

>.     r s-1

2   flvPv(z)(4-3) Fs = |
v = 0 S = Z(

In other words, as is the highest coefficient remaining when z, is substituted into

Psi\z). From (4.3) we get

(4.4) Rs=2avst\       2       tl{l%-z^'"1-

We now seek an upper bound for |FS|.

(4.5) |fs| ¿ 2 Mv 2 O (a)i^-^iv£_a'-

Let/(z) have order p, then for every e>0 there is a c2 so that

(4-6) k|   g  T&y

Now since

(4.7) 2 tl(7)\z'-z^~h,<c^

(4.5), (4.6), and (4.7) imply

(4-8) 1*1 = 2 %èê
v = s¡

By maximizing the summand of (4.8) we find the maximum occurs at y0 = lle.
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For all v^y0, the summand is a strictly decreasing function of v, hence for s

sufficiently large we get

(4.9) \RS\ è CiSsAc'sIs^"**.

Using s¡ = [s/k] we get

(4.10) \RS\ â swk)(i-i/(í+£))eo(s) = ^

Since f{si\z^) = vs is to be in V, (4.2) gives

k

(4.11)       \vs-Rs\ = a&l U(zi-ZiY = sslk\a le°(s) < sslk~s'<c+£)e0(s)

Now, for c5 sufficiently small, the inequality

(4.12) \vs-Rs\ < c6/#»,       vseV

determines vs uniquely, if it can be solved at all. (0ts -> oo as s -> co.) I.e., if there

exist two solutions vs and v's e V satisfying (4.12) then

(4.13) \v,-v't\ < 2c5/0*.

Inequality (4.12) implies

(4.14) i»,i < |fs|+c5/^ ^ ms+c&m < (c5+ms.

By hypothesis we have

\v,-v',\ >Cil(l + \vs\Y

so that

(4.15) 2c5/m > \vs-v's\ > Cil(l + (c5+l)@sy > cil(c5 + 2y^.

But this means

(4.16) cil(2 + c5y < 2cB

which is a contradiction if c5 is sufficiently small. Hence, there exists at most one

vs g V such that

\vs-Rs\ < c\®\   if c > 0

is sufficiently small. Thus, if the order of f(z) is such that we have

(4.17) sslk-sl(P + e-> ̂  cj^

then there will be at most one D.eFto choose for/<s''(z¡)- We therefore solve for

the p which satisfies (4.17). Using the definition of 01 s given by (4.10) we have from

(4.17)

(4.18) ss/fc-s/(p + £) < j-CsA/lcXl-lKfl + e»

or

(4.19) \\k - l/fp + 0 è -Xjk+Xlk(p+e)
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which gives

(4.20) p+e í (k+X)l(l + X)

or, since e was arbitrary,

(4.21) p^(k+X)l(l + X).

Hence, if p < p0=(k+X)/(l + X) then there exists an e>0 and an S so that (4.17)

holds for all slzS and hence the coefficients as are determined uniquely by the

choice of Vx,..., vs_x- Since V is countable there are at most countably many

choices for the as with s < S. Thus we get at most countably many entire functions of

order < p0 where p0=(/c+A)/(l + A).

The proof remains valid if the condition on V is weakened slightly, so that A

can be defined as

A=-liminf!2g>Z£l
«,»'-.«     log |i;|

where v, v' are distinct elements of V.

Theorem 4'. Let F' be a family of entire functions as above where now V satisfies

\v-v'\ > Cxl(l + \v\f+E^'>

for all v^v' and e(\v\)->0 as |y| —>oo. Then p0 = (k+X)l(l + X) is a countable

critical point of 'IF.

Theorem 5. Let IF be the family of entire functions with finite domain set, D,

with k elements and countable value set, V, such that

\v-v'\  > Cxl(l + \v\f

for all t>#»', A^O. If p = (k + X)¡(\ + \) then a countable critical point a0for P is

given by

FttM(l+A)

where Vk is the Vandermonde determinant given by

1    zx    ■

Vk = lJ(zj-zl)
(<y

1    z2

1    zk

_fc-i

,k-l
Z2

_fc-l
zk

Proof. Let/(z) have the generalized Taylor series

(5.1) f(z) = 2 a*p¿z)
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where Fs(z) = níc=i (z—z¡)s'> Si+ ■ ■ ■ +sk=s, and the st are chosen so that

We again have

(5.3) f'Xz,) = <hst\   fl   (*,-*)*<+*.

and j

ds
(5.4) Fs = 2 «v¿(^))

Z = Z\

and we once more seek an upper bound for Rs. (5.4) implies

(5.5) IFJ ^ 2 iav
dz! :(i\(0)

I \z = zi

Since/(z) has order p and type a we know for each e>0 there exists c>0 such that

(5.6) WsSÎb   fora11"

where y1 = (je+e. Thus we get

v/p»'*

(5.7)

Since

s~ 1     „   v Idi*i * 2 cyi
s, "//>V//3 í/zsi (*%(*))

| Z=-Z\

\d^\dz^(Plz)%=Zl

is of the order of magnitude cv we see that the denominator of (5.7) dominates

and as before we get the maximum of the summand at v=s¡ if s is sufficiently large.

Thus, we get

(5.8) Ift
C15y(is'",)Ji!

(SliPy>lp

iistS.

Using (5.2) and Stirling's formula one can verify that

(5.9)

(5.10)

./s,/») _ y(slkPteo(s)

í¡! = (|)S'Cexp[c¡(í/A:)]e-^

(5.11)

These last three relations together with (5.8) imply

(5.12) \R^y^Sl\±y'D\,V (^(l-J)])«
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Essentially repeating the argument used in Theorem 4 where now

a„Si\ ] [ (zi-ZifA

^)"'"(l)"'«p(ï<-'>)(,ni,-,i)'
(5.13)

e0<5) = b.

we get

(5.14) b. ï c,

and we solve for the o which satisfies (5.14).

Now, (5.12), (5.13) and (5.14) together imply

^ yî,p0""lí'-*"*(ni*-f
By noting that p = (k+X)/(l + X), 2 c¡=0 and taking the product of both sides of

inequality (5.15) we have

(5.16) £i^«Ak'<fc+«êy1y1/wl+,°
/CtA

where y=| Ffc|2 since

fc    /      k \

n n (—<)= lFfc

From yx = ae+e and (5.16) we get

kkKk+»(l + X)
(5.17) a ^

(k+X)\Vk\2'*(l + X)

Hence, if p = (A: + A)/(l + A) and o<a0 there is a unique choice for/^fz,) if j^S

and we again get at most a countable number of functions of order (fc+A)/(l + A)

and type a.

The condition on the value set, V, could be modified to read for all v=£v' e V,

\v — v   > (1 + I y I )*-Huíoslos l»l)+«(l«l)

where e(|t;|) = o(l/log log ¡^|). The same methods of Theorem 5 could then be

used to derive another countable critical point o'0 = a'0(k, A, X±).

Theorem 6. Let !F be the family of entire functions with finite domain set, D

= {zx,..., zk}, and a value set, V, such that for each zeC there exists veV with

\v-z\ < c2/(l + |z|)«
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where  — l<ju<0 and c2>0. Then pi = (k + p.)¡(\+p) is an uncountable critical

point of&. If for allfe&, ora f=(k+p)l(\+p) then

kkKk+"\l+p.)

(k+P-)\Vk\2'k^^

is an uncountable critical point of !F.

Proof. Let

(6.1) f(z) = 2 afÁ?)
5 = 0

where Fs(z) = ní=i (z—Zj)*' and Si+s2+ ■ ■ ■ +sk=s. Choosing the st as before we

know from Theorem 4 that

(6.2) /<V(z¡) = así¡![](z¡-z1)s' + Fs

and

(6.3)        rs = 2 avSl\ 2   n (r)(z'-z')s'-

Since Fs depends on a{ with i<s, if we can ensure at least two choices for

/(,,)(zi)=»« we see from (6.2) that we will have at least two choices for as. Thus,

we would like to choose the vs in at least two ways so that the following inequalities

are satisfied:

(6.4) |a,| < ysis-s">

and

(6.5) \RS\ è ssa-sl0)ikys2 = ms

where

(6.6) y2 = yiCi

and

(6.7) Yi > (cc2/(2c4rC3)1'(1+«)

with c2 = max {c2, 1} and where c>0 is determined below. The positive constants

c3 and c4 depend on the domain set D. That is, c3 is chosen such that

s'lYl \z'~zi\Si > sSlkc3 > °

and Ci is chosen so that

\RS\ <   2  |asJis,fc(Ä:-(1'fc))scI è dYis-«1-1"™

(6.8) v = s,
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The upper bound for |FS| given by (6.8) is determined using exactly the same reason-

ing as in Theorem 4.

By hypothesis there is at least one vseV with

(6.9) \vs-Rs\ <c2/(l + |Fs|)« = r.

We now show that for c ( > 0) sufficiently large, there exists at least two vs e V

such that

(6.10) \vs-Ra\ < crx

where r1 = c2(H-^s)-". For sufficiently large Fs, say |FS|^F0, we will have

|Fs|>r. We can then choose R's so that |F;| = |FS| and \RS-R's\=2r. There will

then be at least two vseV satisfying

(6.11) |t;s-Fs| < 3r g Vj

(cf. Figure 6-1).

Figure 6-1

By our assumption on the value set, V, it follows that there are infinitely many

veV. Thus, we choose R'0 > R0 and so that there are at least two v's inside the

circle \z\ =Fq. Then if \RS\ <R0 there will be at least two v's in Vsatisfying

(6.12) \v-Rs\ < 2R'o

(cf. Figure 6-2).

Hence, there will be at least two vse V such that

\v,-R,\ < 3rx    if \R,\ à RQ,
(6.13) ' '

< 2R0   if |FS| < F0.

We now choose

c > max {2R'o/c2, 3}.
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Figure 6-2

Then since (1 +Ûls)~"^ 1 we will have at least two vs e Vfor which (6.10) holds as

asserted.

From (6.2) and (6.10) we see that we will have at least two choices off(Sl)(z¡) = vs

such that

(6.14) |a,| = \vs-Rs\llSl\ n \zi-zt\s<\ < crxlssikd

Since — 1 <p.<0, (6.5) implies

(6.15) #.-" £ \RS\-".

Hence, we can rewrite (6.14) as

I a. I < J-s"c(c3-1)scc2(2^5)-"

(6.16) = s - s/fc(c3- xcc22 - «)s^s- «

= (cc3-1c22-'I)s5-s<1+'í<1-1",)>/'cy¿",,s

where c2 = max{c2, 1}. Inequality (6.4) will therefore be satisfied for at least two

possible choices of as if

(6.17) (cc3-1c22-")sj-s(1 + ii(1-:1"'))/fcy2"',s < y{s- slp

If we let p = (k+p.)l(l +p.) in (6.17) we see that (6.4) will hold for all s by our choice

of yx and y2. Hence, there are 2N<> possibilities for functions of the form (6.1)

and px = (k + p-)l(l +p-) is an uncountable critical point for J^

We now assume p = px- Choosing

— 5 4. Sl^
Sl * k + Cl log (S¡k)

+
\log s)
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s/fc. .s/log s

as in Theorem 5, we can repeat the above argument to get an uncountable critical

point for the type equal to

kkKk+u\l+p)

CTl ~ (k+p.)\Vk\2lka+>»

where we now have two choices for as which satisfy

(6.18) | a, | < yî/l0BS(-)   ''W"

and

(6.19) Iftl S iaé^fjffâ-"0 exp (Cl[|(l-I)])e-^

for the proper choices of the positive constants yi and y2.
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